ON LIOUVILLE'S THEORY OF ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS MAXWELL ROSENLICHT
Some recent results of Ax have made possible greatly simplified demonstrations of Liouville's basic results on the elementary integration of functions and the elementary solution of transcendental equations, together with their generalizations in various directions. An essentially self-contained exposition of this material is given here.
l For the convenience of the reader, we provide in this section a succinct and somewhat simplified treatment of the necessary parts of Ax's paper [1] , Let k~-+K be a fixed homomorphism of commutative rings. (Thus K is a λ -algebra. In all our applications K will be a field and k a subfield, but we may as well begin with the extra generality.)
If M is a iΓ-module, by a k-derivation of K into M is meant a klinear map D: K-+M such that D(xy) = x(Dy) + y(Dx) for all x, y eK.
In such a situation we have Dx n = nx n~ι Dx for all x e K and all positive integers n; taking x = 1, n = 2, we get Dl = 0, and hence D vanishes on the image of k in K. The ^-derivations of K into M form a if-submodule Der fe (K, M) of Hom fc (K, M) . A derivation on (or of) the ring K is simply a Z-derivation of K into K (that is, we take k = Z, K = M). A derivation on an integral domain extends to a unique derivation on its field of quotients, by means of the equation D(x/y) = (yDx -xDy)/y 2 .
PROPOSITION 1. Let k -+ K be a homomorphism of commutative rings. Then there exists a K-module Ω κ/k and a k-derivation d of K into Ω κ/k such that for any k-derivation D of K into a K-module M there exists a unique K-homomorphism Ω κ/k -•> M which composed with d gives D.
This well-known result is most simply proved by trying for Ω κ/k the i£-module Φ/Ψ, where Φ is the free i£-module generated by the symbols {δx} xeκ and Ψ the Z-submodule of Φ generated by all 3(x + y) -δx -δy and all δ(xy) -xδy -yδx for x, y eK, and all δx for x in the image of k in K, with d the obvious composition with δ, and noting that this works.
The , x m be a transcendence base for
, x m ) if necessary, we see that we may suppose K algebraic over k{u^). Enlarge K, as we may if necessary, so that K is normal over k (u^) For D\udt) = (Du)dt + udDt, while d(uDt) = (Dt)du + udDt, so that we have to show that (Du)dt = (Dt)du. Corresponding to parts of the inclusions Ccί ck(u, t)dK we have the homomorphisms Ω κ/C -> Ω κ/k and Ω k{U)t)/k~> Ω κ/k , so that we can reduce ourselves first to the case k = C and next to the case K = k(u, t) = C (u, t) , a n e K, not all zero, such that a i ω 1 + + a n co n -0. Choose a ιy , a n so that the number of nonzero a/s is minimal, and that one of them, say a 19 is 1. For each ΰe/lwe get 0 = D\a^, + + a n ω n )
Since the number of nonzero α/s was minimal and a x -1, we get Da 2 -= Όa n = 0. Hence each a t 6 C.
2.
We come now to the applications of the previous material to differential algebra. The reader interested in the earlier literature should consult the bibliographies of the references listed at the end.
In what follows, by a differential field will be meant a field k> together with an indexed family {D^i eI of derivations of k. For simplicity, one speaks of "the differential field k", instead of "the differential field {&, {(i, A)};ez}". We may suppose t transcendental over k, so that dt Φ 0. In either of the two cases, each Dtek or each Dt/tek, the Lemma is applicable, and we have c ι du ι \u ι + -. + c n duju n + dv equal to either cdt or cdt/t, for some constant c of k. In the former case we have First suppose that there is a differential extension field k (t 19 , t N ) of k having the same constants, with each £< a logarithm or an exponential of an element of k(t 19 •• ,£ i _ 1 ), or algebraic over the latter field, that contains an element y such that Dy = <x D for each given derivation D. We shall prove by induction on N that elements c 19 , c n9 u 19 , u nj v of k exist as indicated. Since the case JV = 0 is trivial, we assume that N > 0 and that the result holds for N -1. If we apply the N -1 case to the differential fields kit,) c k(t 19 •••,**) we deduce immediately that there are constants c 19 , c n of k and elements u 19 , u n9 v of k{t^) such that for each given derivation D we have a D -2?=i CiDuJUi + Dv. Thus we are reduced to proving only the rather general statement that if there is an element t in a differential extension field of k having the same constants as k such that έ is a logarithm or an exponential of an element of k or algebraic over k and if there exist an integer n 9 constants c 19 , c n of k 9 and elements u 19 , u n9 v of k(t) such that a D = Σ? =1 CtDuJUi + Dv for each given derivation D, then such n and c 19 , c n9 u 19 , u n , v can be found with the latter all in k. If t is algebraic over k 9 we can assume k(t) to be a normal extension of k. Then for each σ e Aut (fc(t)/fc) we have a D = Σ?=i CiDσuJσUi + Dσ'y and summing over all σ we get [&(£) : fc]^ = ^= 1 c t DΠ σ σuJΠ σ σUi + DΣ σ σv, with each element Π^Ut and Σ σ σv in fc. Thus we may assume t transcendental over k. We claim that we may suppose c 19 , c n to be linearly independent over Q. , c n are linearly independent over Q. If £ is a logarithm of an element of k, say Dt = Da/a for some a e k and each given derivation D, then it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 that u 19 , u n e k 9 while v = ct + w 9 for some constant c and some w ek, so that for each D we have a D = cjΰuju^ + + c n DuJu n + cDa/a + i)w, a relation of the type desired, since all the terms here are in k. If t is an exponential of an element of k 9 say Dt/t = Db for some 6 e k and each given derivation Z>, Theorem 2 The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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